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There has been a polarization in thinking of teachers since beginning....they are found to 

be the biggest caste maniac....they teach the students (not all teachers but 90% do this) 

keeping their caste and background in mind..... 

Before 1990s when there was no reservation it was rural student versus urban teachers 

(urban teachers found carrying an attitude of say, what at the end these be 

doing....ending crippling in agri-field or cowherds?). 

After 1990 it became sc students versus upper caste teachers (ye SC/ST padh gaye to 

hamaare bachchon ka kyaa hoga, so they put the least of interest in teaching them)....a 

very few teachers are sincere else it is spread all over govt. school. 

And now it has taken its worst of worst shape that they have started targeting girls 

(incidents were there in past too but now it has become as their parental right) and treat 

them as their commodity...... 

A nexus of private schools behind govt. teachers’ behavior is also heard and they do so, 

so that students leave the govt schools and get admitted in private schools.....a severe 

kind of business of education.....and it is even commission based at some places.... 

So if someone really want to investigate then teach the teachers first to see all students 

with one eye and stop this commission based form of corruption and favoritism running 

in schools and bribery from private institutions....then only society, police admin etc will 

be held responsible.... 

In fact education is nothing but another form of business in India now a days of due to 

which children of BPL, SC/ST are paying in all sorts of expectations of teachers....males 

are molesting the students and females are neglecting them to give 100% of their 

sincere efforts in educating them.....and students are treated as a commodity only.... 

Everyone has complaints against caste base politics but what else can be expected from 

a politician who has been brought up by such caste based maniac (not all teachers but 

90%) teachers....if any NGO or social reform organization is there then hammer these 

corrupt systems of growing up a child in very roots of their primary to high and 

secondary schools especially the government one... or else start teaching the students 

that only character if any exists on this earth is the "Paisa-Money" rest all is myth and 

stop teaching the so called Moral Education and ethics 
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